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Reading Comprehension
As we proceed into a knowledge-oriented economy,
the ability to read and to understand what we
read becomes more and more important.
Yet many learners, from elementary school to
graduate school, struggle to understand what
they read.
Today I will try to:
1. explain how reading comprehension is viewed in
educational psychology,
2. describe the sources of poor comprehension, and
3. discuss what parents, teachers, and learners can
do to improve comprehension and learning.
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Reading Comprehension: How are we doing?
The picture is mixed:
1. Many Canadian adults are not doing well results
2. Canadian 15 year olds are doing quite well results
3. Many concerns are being raised that
•
•

“average” achievement is not all that high
Higher-level skills are suffering (Arum & Roksa, 2011)
back

PISA: 15 year olds

PISA: part 2

back

Arum and Roksa (2011).
Academically adrift: Limited
learning on college
campuses. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press.

-Found little growth in
critical thinking in the first 2
years of university
-Argued that studentsʼ
attitudes and study habits
and many university
practices are to blame

How is reading comprehension seen in
educational psychology?
One of the most influential frameworks for
understanding reading comprehension is the
Simple View of Reading (Gough & Tunmer, 1986):
Reading Comp. = Listening Comp. X Word Reading
So if you are weak at either, you are weak at RC.
You need both to be strong in RC.
But what are Listening Comprehension and Word
Reading?
And how do we assess Reading Comprehension?

back
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Word Reading
• The last few decades have seen an extraordinary
amount of research on word reading
• Background factors:
– Home language quality; vocabulary; resources; reading
in the home
– Phonological awareness (sounds in words)

• Instructional factors:
– Systematic instruction in alphabetic code
– Focus on meaning, motivation
– Word morphology

• It needs to be fast (efficient)

Word Reading: Mental representations
• Words are represented
in the brain in terms of
their

Semantics

– Meaning
– Form (spelling, or
orthography)
– Sound (phonology

• Integrated
representations
(strongly linked) are
important

Orthography

Phonology

• Each of these can be complex

Listening Comprehension: Mental
representations

Listening Comprehension
• This is everything to do with verbal ability
–
–
–
–

Vocabulary (breadth and depth)
Syntax (using grammar to structure language)
Putting ideas together to form new ones
Making inferences within what is said and between
what is said and what was known before
– Comprehension monitoring (does this make sense?)
– Prior knowledge
– And more

Iʼll talk about these with respect to Reading
Comprehension

• Verbal ability relies upon other cognitive factors,
especially working memory

Is the Simple View too Simple?
• Yes
• It doesnʼt emphasize fluency (reading speed)
enough
• It doesnʼt recognize that reading allows extra
strategies to be used to advantage
• It doesnʼt mention second language effects
• It doesnʼt discuss the effects of graphic aids
(diagrams, etc)
• But it wasnʼt a bad starting point

And what about Reading Comprehension?
• What type of text?
– Narrative or Expository?

• What type of task?
–
–
–
–

Fill in the blanks?
Multiple choice questions after short passages?
Essay?
Summarizing?

• What level of processing?
– Literal?
– Inferential?
– Critical?
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Kintschʼs Construction-Integration Model

Text Type
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Narrative
“Natural”: What they are
used to
Linear, episodic structure
What is interesting = What
is important
Character, emotion
important
Truth/plausibility not
important
“Learning” not central
Illustrations are often
decorative

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Expository
Less familiar to younger
children
Many structures
(description, argument,
compare-contrast, causeeffect, problem-solution)
Interest ≠ Important
Character and emotion
often not important
Truth is central
“Learning” is often central
Illustrations are often
informative

Three steps, each of which produces a mental representation
1. Surface model: the actual text, analysed (parsed) into
propositions (vocabulary, grammar important)
•

2.

Textbase: the propositions are now arranged into a
hierarchy, with main ideas at the top
•

3.

Temporary in working memory, deeper, more useful

Situation (mental) model: text information is combined
with long-term memory information to make a model
(almost a picture, but dynamic) of the situation, events, or
phenomena being described
•

•

back

Temporary in working memory, shallow, and too much information

Permanent (long-term memory), deep, useful: this is learning
Kintsch, W. (1998). Comprehension: A paradigm for cognition. New York: Cambridge University
Press.

Meaning structures

What remains in memory?
• If comprehension is low,
fragments that represent
words or isolated ideas

• Themes are relations among main ideas
• Main ideas are relations among ideas
(details)
• Ideas (details) are relations among phrases
• Prior knowledge and purpose contribute

• If comprehension is better,
ideas and main ideas, but
neither abstract nor
complete

Theme
Main idea

• If comprehension is much
better, all of the above plus
overall structure, abstract
meaning, or implications

detail

Mental Models
• The mental models
constructed are very important:
they represent what has been
learned, and what can be used
in the future
• They are like the graphic
organizers or concept maps
that some teachers and
students use
• We want learners to develop
these mental models!

Concept map

Main idea

detail

Main idea

detail

detail

So what can go wrong in reading
comprehension?
• Almost everything
• If any of the components of listening
comprehension or word reading is weak, reading
comprehension can be affected
• Hereʼs my mental model:
• Letʼs take a quick tour through some of the
major suspects
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Vocabulary

Vocabulary
Listening
comprehension

Prior knowledge
Inferencing
Phonological awareness
Naming speed
Orthographic knowledge

Decoding

Morphological awareness

Reading
Comprehension

Phonics knowledge

Strategies
back

Purpose

Causes/sources of reading comprehension.

forward

Vocabulary plays three roles:
1. It is a key aspect of general intelligence
2. It indexes knowledge of language and
language experience
3. It addresses knowledge of specific words
in particular texts
•

3 can be taught quickly, but 2 will take
years. 1 may not be feasible to teach.

Morphology links all three

Semantics

Morphology

Orthography

– Words you know orally, but whose spelling you
donʼt know

• The key feature of “word knowledge” and
“word consciousness”

Fluency
Cognitive speed
Orientation

• Is the basis for listening comprehension and
reading comprehension
• Also helps in word identification/
pronunciation

Phonology

– Interest in words, meanings, and sources
– Focus on meaning when reading

• Predicts reading and later vocabulary
learning

Vocabulary and reading

Semantics
Vocabulary

Orthography

Phonology

Vocabulary Development
• 15,000 root words by end of high school
• 5000 need to be taught? (Pressley, p 232)
• Also need to teach the prefixes and suffixes that
amplify the roots
• Vocabulary takes a massive leap forward in the
18-24 month period
• Huge SES differences (Hart & Risley)
• Key problem for ESL students
• Most learning is “incidental”, but this is slow and
uncertain, and requires many “incidents”
– Reading, reading with adults, listening
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Vocabulary Development

Vocabulary Breadth and Depth

Fenson, et al., 1994, Monographs of the Society for Research in Child
Development

• Breadth is how many words you know,
however slightly (what is usually tested)
– Pick out a synonym
– Give brief definition

• Depth is how well you know them (what
may make the difference)
– Multiple meanings
– Different usages
– Relation to other words (morphology,
semantics)

Vocabulary Development

Poor Listening Comprehension

Hart & Risley, 1995

• Students with adequate word reading skills but
poor reading comprehension are called
“unexpected poor comprehenders”
– Because word reading skill is normally highly
correlated with reading comprehension skills

• These students have weaknesses in the aspects
of listening comprehension:

model

Poor Word Reading Processes

–
–
–
–

Vocabulary
Morphology
Making inferences
Higher-level processing
model

Reading Strategies

• These are the classic reading disabled children
• Their slow and inaccurate word reading will be a
challenge throughout their lives
• We “expect” them to have poor reading
comprehension
• Some may be able to compensate and achieve
adequate reading comprehension through
– High mental ability
– High persistence
– Effortful reading strategies
model

Six strategies to teach:
1. Determining importance
2. Summarizing information
3. Drawing inferences
4. Generating questions
5. Monitoring comprehension
6. Make use of text structures

References:
Cain, K. (2010). Reading development
and difficulties. Chichester, UK: BPS
Blackwell Wiley.
Dole, J. A., Duffy, G. G., Roehler, L.
R.,& Pearson, P. D. (1991).Moving
From the old to the new: Research
on reading comprehension
instruction. Review of Educational
Research, 61, 239-264.
National Reading Panel
(2000). Teaching children to read: An
evidence-based assessment of the
scientific research literature on
reading and its implications for
reading instruction. Washington,
D.C.: National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development.

model
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Lack of Appropriate Orientation or Purpose
• Deep approach to learning – this is an
orientation towards learning that tries to
– Go beyond the simple details, to main ideas and
themes
– Relate new information to old
– Challenge text and self
• It is intrinsically motivated

Why do Students lack the Deep Approach?
• May lack prior knowledge of content
• May not understand that deeper processing is
desired
– Previous experience of assessment and grading

• May prefer to not take risks
• Factors that discourage the deep approach in
students and adults:
– High pressure
– Perceived lack of respect from teachers/supervisors
– Lack of choice in what to do and how to do it
model

What can be done?

Reading Comprehension Instruction
Strategies
National Reading Panel, 2000

• Some reading comprehension problems have
their roots in early childhood (vocabulary,
listening comprehension)
– These problems will need early stimulation, through
high quality child care, parent education, and
extended kindergarten programs

• Other problems can be addressed in school or
even university and the workplace

Higher-Level Reading Comprehension
An advertisement

• In our forthcoming book Enhancing the quality
of learning (Kirby & Lawson, Eds., 2012,
Cambridge University Press) we argue that there
are many barriers to higher-level thinking and
comprehending
• Some barriers:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Pressure
Assessment practices
Student attitudes/inclination to think
Lack of appropriate “mindware”
Contaminated mindware
Unfamiliarity with thinking critically

1. Comprehension monitoring
2. Cooperative learning
3. Graphic and semantic
organizers
4. Story/text structure
5. Question answering
6. Question generation
7. Summarization
8. Multiple-strategy teaching

Most of these are
related to
Cognitive/Reading
Strategies

Kirby & Lawson: Enhancing the quality of learning
1 Lawson & Kirby: An introduction to the quality of learning
Part A: Dispositions toward Quality of Learning
2 Entwistle: The quality of learning at university
3 Riveros et al.: Dispositions and the quality of learning
4 Toplak et al.: Education for rational thought
5 Cantwell et al.: Individual differences that affect the quality of learning in
doctoral candidates
Part B. Instruction that affects quality of learning
6 Biggs: Enhancing learning through constructive alignment
7 Lawson & Askell-Williams Framing the features of good quality knowledge
for teachers and students
8 Bereiter & Scardamalia: Theory building and the pursuit of understanding in
history, social studies, and literature
9 Nückles et al.: Fostering self-regulated learning by journal writing – How
should instructional support be designed to promote high quality learning?
10 Hadwin & Winne: Promoting learning skills in undergraduate students
11 Schwartz & Schmid: Using technology to foster meaningful learning
environments
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Kirby & Lawson: Enhancing the quality of learning
Part C. Learning processes and mental structures that support
quality of learning
12 Kendeou & Trevors: Quality learning from texts we read: What does
it take?
13 Britt & Rouet : Studying multiple documents: Cognitive processes
and instructional implications
14 Kirby, Cain, & White: Deeper learning in reading comprehension
15 Schnotz: Knowledge acquisition from verbal and pictorial information
16 Kirby & Lawson Future directions

Conclusion
• Reading comprehension is increasing in
importance
• There are many threats to average reading
comprehension
• There are even more threats to high level
reading comprehension
• Families, schools, employers, and learners have
many challenges ahead

Thank you!
john.kirby@queensu.ca
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